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ABSTIlACT. - Investigations on chemical composition
of gaseous flow in volcanic areas lake ima preferential
:K'COUnt high lemperature manifestations, whith
appear affected by possible surface contamination
to a minor extent only.

This favourable situation, however, is only rarely
available, and the possibilily of obtaining useful
information aboUI the activity stage of valcanic
systems depends on other types of surface evidences,
like low temperature fumaroles, bubbling gases or
thermal Waters.

Variations in the original character of deep fluids
possibly produced in a shallow environmenl are
here considered.

The: relative cooccntl1ltions of hydrogen and
IllC1hane for low temperature fumaroles, and of
:ammonium ion, boron .nd lithium far thermal
waters, appeared useful in discriminlling the genetic
processes of the sludied manifestations.

RIASSUNTO. - Le indagini su11a composizione chi·
mica di gas nalUrali in aree \'ulcanichc prendono
prderenzialmeme in considerazione manifestazioni
di alta temperatura, ehe appaiono meno contami·
nate dall'ambiente superficiale. Questa silllaziooe
favorevole perb oon c frequenle e la possibilita di
oltenere informazioni utili sullo stato di anivita di
sistemi vulcanici dipende da altri tipi di manifesta·
ziani di superfide, come fumarole di oossa tempe.
Iatura 0 a(que t~rmali. Vengono qui considerate
le variazioni nel earanere originale dei fluidi pro
done dall'ambiente superficiale.

Le conctnuazioni relative di idrogeno e metano
in fumarole di basu. temperatura, e di ammonio,
boro e litio in acque termaH, sono risultate utili
ndla valutazione dei processi genetici delle manife
suzioni studiate.

IntrodUClion

The geochemical investigation of active
volcanoes normally takes into accoum the:
gaseous emissions of highest temperatute,
which can provide the best information about
the deep systems; it is assumed that ma
nifestations of this kind display the lowest
degree of modification by the surface
environment.

This optimal condition, however, is not
always fulfilled; sometimes the gaseous
output is difficult or impossible to get,
sometimes high temperature fumaroles cannot
be found in spite of the activity stage of
the volcano itself.

Because of this, it appeared interesting
to investigate the lower temperatute ma
nifestations of volcanoes for which more
information can derive from higher tem
perature fumaroles as well; we can check by
this way the possibility of delecting any
magmatic chat:lcter in gaseous emissions of
systems for which a «boiling water stage '"
is apparent.

This investigation has been mainly carried
out at Vulcano and at Phlegrean Fields,
where different kinds of manifestations are
presem; several samples from other volcanic
areas are considered for comparison.
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TABLE I
Composition of th, /unlllroles of th, crllter 0/ VU{Cllno, expresuJ in moles 7·

I'u_rol. N~. ',. 00, ~, ',' ~, ~ " • '". "' c:0
2
,s "2,C02 "2'S

, ,
'" n.~ g.52 0.45 0.l5 0.81 I.H U 17.8 ,., ioU 11. , O. )8 2.75

, ,
'" 8t.~ '.5' 0.)) 0.27 0.70 O. ,. ••• 16.1 .., 0.68 H.l O. '0 11. '0

• • '" n.4 ~.58 0.42 O.H 0.83 0.'0 ,., H.O u 0.61 1).0 0.2) ,.,
'" '" 89.0 '.24 O.H 0.14 0.83 0.52 ,. , 11.2 L' 1." 19.6 0.29 ,.,
". '" 61.2 9.64 0.40 O.H 1.06 O.OJ ••• 11. ) 0.0. O.H U.l 0.62 ..,

1be valun for HF, H., B, NH" Br, H./C0., Ho/S, arc multiplied by 10". S indicates 101.:1.1 sulphur spetit'S.

Sampling nnd analytical procedurcll

Gases and condensates from fumaroles,
gases and waters from boiling pools have
been collected according to the procedures
described in previous papers, from which the
analytical methods are taken as well (MAR·
TlNI el aI., 1980; PICCARDI, 1982; PICCARDI
a.nd CELLINI LEGITTIMO, 1983; MARTINI Cl

al., 1984).

Rellult8 and di8cu88ion

The analytical data for gAses collected at
Vulcano given in table 1 point out strong
similarities for all the fumaroles colJected
on the craler, in spite of the tempernture
values which can differ substantially; it is
worth noting thal also for Ihe fumarole al
1020 C the observed differences refer to
minor constituenls only.

This situation strongly suggests the corn·
mon origin for the fumarole~ of the crater,
with some changes inlroduced on their paths
tOwards the surface: these changes appear to
affect mainly the outlet temperatures while
the chemical piclure appears only slighlly
modified.

These fumarolcs have been alreildy con·
sidered as due to a boiling aquifer 1cx::aled
at a certain depth beneath the active cone,
which absorbs the conveclive flow of
magmatic species and smoolhs down chemical
and Ihermal fluctuations produced by the
changing deep activity (MARTINI et al., 1980);
no other better evidence is at present
available to modify this general model.

The chemical composition of gases of deep
origin which flow through shallow or surface
aquifers can be heavily modified, because of
the drop in temperature which can change
equilibrium conditions and, above all,
because several gaseous constiruents are
absorbed.

The acid gases normally dissclve in neutral
solutions, and their fugacilies are strongly
reduced.

The permanent gases as H2, O~, N~, CH4,
etc. can flow through the same aquifers more
easily, with their enrichment with respect
to add species.

The compositions of gases emanating from
the boiling pools and at the beach of Vulcano,
reported in table 2, appear the resuh of Ihis
naturnl phenomenon. These latter mani·
feslations, therefore, can be regarded as
having the same origin as the craler fuma
roles, but wilh different uprising paths; in
this case Ihe concentrations of permanent
gases can be taken as represeOlative of the
original situation. Among these gases,
nitrogen and oxygen can result also from
an air pollution, while methane can be
ascribed to decay of organic matter; hydrogen
should be due mainly to high temperature
reactions represcming true magmatic con
ditions.

The ralio R:/CH. can thus provide a
good indicalion of Ihe changing conditions
of the investigated systems.

For a steady equilibrium siluation, the
well known reaction
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TABLE 2

Composition 0/ th~ bubbling gases at the beach 0/ Vulcano, expreHed in moles %

Location " .,
Bollin9 pool 100 93.25

eo 96.0'

2.92

1.86

0.91

0.17

1.87

2.12

0.10

0.11

0.11 31.9

0.13 51.7

9.75

8.01

'"
".

Beach U 93.10 2.12 0.71 2.51 0.21 0.11 dJ.9 7.62 m

The valua for ~/CO. and l-b/S arc multiplied by 10'. 5 indicata total sulphur spcda.

Bocca Grandc (h) is recalculated on a water·
free basis.

-.._ _. .>0 eo> .,. .> .> a, _,

_ '""_ ')$ '.H •.u' , .
,., ".H .... .... • ,.

TABLE 3

Composition of the fumarole of Bocca Gran
de and of bubbling gores of the hot pools
of Phfegrean Fields, expreHed in moles %

..H .......

••oc,•••", "
"

......... '.n ' .•n........, ,

increased concentrations of the reactants,
however, is slow, and it is normally rather
difficult ro consider the changing ratios
between hydrogen and methane as a rough
indication of the changing equilibrium tem
perarure of the studied systems.

Nevertheless, provided that H~ is mainly
produced by high temperature processes
while CHf is peculiar of low temperature
environments, the rise of the above mentioned
ratio should indicate an increased importance
of the magmatic component.

N.J. indicata below the <ktcoion limit. Data for
PA.NAlEA and LIPAlI arc: from CoIAZZA et al.
(wrinCll communication); lhose for Usu lltt from
lI.·IATSUO Ct ,I. (1980).

can be assumed as the mam natural
mechanism explaining the relative concen
trations of those chemical species. The rate
at which this equilibrium is modified by the
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Disldbution of NH" Band
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Fig. I. - Correlation bcl\nt:n the tlllios NH./B
and B/Li. referred fO molar OOR«n1f;llions. ~ ItXI.

All this can apply to the gases of Phlegrean
Fields as well, according to the analytical
data reponed in rable 3. \VIe can also verify
the strong differences in chemical composition
with respect to the crater fumaroles of Vul
cano, even when similar temperatures have
been observed; the absence of acid gases
31 Phlegrean Fields points out the above
mentioned influence of shallow or surface
aquifers.

Referring [0 the ralios HdCH~ which
can be considered as an indicalion of the
relative contribution of deep systems and
the surface environments, we can see from
lable 4 ,hat both at Vulcano and al Phle
grean Fields the same evidence of prevailing
magmatic conditions can be obtained eirher
from the fumarolcs or from the boiling pools.

The same informarion could derive
from these lalter manifestations even if
higher temperature fumaroles were absent.

The other values reponed in the same
table 4 appear to fit rather well these findings
when high and low temperature fumaroles
are available; if only boiling pools or weak
steaming are the visible manifestations, the
indication of the ralios H~/CH~ is nOt against
the recorded activities in the different areas.

I t is also possible that no gaseous emissions
are detectable, and the only indication of an
anomalous thermal outpUt is given by the
temperarures of springs and pools.

It that case it appeared useful to consider
rhe ratios between ammonium ion, boron
and lithium concentrations iT' the studied
solutions.

.----/';-- :~

Conclusionll

The geochcmical investigation in volcanic
areas, in order to get information on their
activity stages, should mainly take into
account high temperature gas vents, which
can provide rhe best evidence on the chemical
equilibria pertaining to the deep systems;
rhese manifestations, however, are rarely
available and the volcanic fluids uprising to
surface musr be regarded as the result of an
interaction of magmatic species with aquifers
at intermediate and shallow depths.

This process can produce different degrees
of dissolution of acid species, with a relative
enrichment of permanent gases, so that the
chemical evidence of surface manifestations
cannot be anymore considered as represen·
tative of the deep conditions.

For a given system an indication of the

Because of the chemical characters on the
above mentioned constituents, if the heat
supply to surface is provided by a gaseous
flow, ammonium will predominate, while
relativdy high boron contents pertain to a
steam inflow into shallow aquifers; significant
lithium concentrations are normally associated
to a prolonged leaching of country rocks.
Th~ values for NH~, Band Li observed

in boiling pools from differenr areas and
tectonic settings are reported in table 5. 1be
ratios NH~/B and B/Li are considered in
fig. I, where the group A discriminates the
representative points of natural manifesta
tions whose thermal charaCler should be due
mainly to gaseous input into surface aquifers;
for group B a steam contribution appears
more likely, with an increasing extent of
rock leaching according to the direction of
the arrow.

It is possible that all the considered.
processes are operating in the investigated
areas, but the predominance of a specific
factOr is often observed.

At present it does not seem possible to
establish firm correlations between the
observed chemical characters and the activity
stages of volcanic systems; however, the
minor constituents here considered appear to
provide further information on the genetic
processes of surface thermal manifestations.
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relative importance of a deep contribution
and of shallow modification, can be provided
b~' the variation in the values of the ratio
H,fCH,.

When no gaseous manifestation is available,
the distribution of :lmmonium ion, boron and
lithium in thermal waters can represent an

useful tool in investigating their genetic
processes.

If the heat supply to surface is provided
by a gaseous flow, ammonium will predo
minate, while relatively high boron contents
pertain to steam inflow and lithium IS

associated to leaching of country rocks.
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